
On 1 November 2019
A NEW STAR WILL BE BORN 

B E N E AT H  T H E  N O R T H E R N  L I G H T S  O F 
L A P L A N D ’ S  F E L L  H I G H L A N D S . . .
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Our hotel’s story started back in 1981 in a small Lappish village 
named Sirkka. Nowadays, Sirkka is better known as Levi. Located 
170 kilometres north of the Arctic Circle, it’s still a small village. 

Nevertheless, Levi has become Finland’s most popular winter holiday 
destination and year-round wellbeing holiday destination. 

A heavenly moment will be upon us in November, when we open the doors 
to the new Design Hotel Levi. This will place the entire Levi Hotel Spa Resort 
in the luxury hotel category. In the hotel room, you can almost touch the 
stars and Northern Lights shining in the Arctic sky above the tranquil fell 
highland snowscapes.
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“Many Lappish artists say they receive inspiration from 
nature. I have tried to think what the term Arctic Design 
actually means. In my opinion, it means minimalist 
shapes and colours. Or could it actually be the energy 
and power of nature that directs design?” 

Photographer Kaisa Sirén

DESIGN
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Entirety first

How do you design a hotel that offers 
optimum relaxation? Pave Mikkonen knows 
how. First, you need to have a crystal-clear 

understanding of the entirety. Only then can you 
start working on the details. You also can’t give up 
until each element is fully compatible and creates 
perfect harmony. “Once this has been achieved, 
the hotel will really stand out and appeal to 
guests”, Pave Mikkonen emphasises. 

“Holistic harmony is important, because the 
wellbeing experience is holistic. In order for the 
experience to be authentic, the architecture of 
the hotel has to suit its location and atmosphere 
to perfection”, Pave adds. 

“Only a hotel that perfectly blends 
in with its surroundings can offer an 
authentic experience”, states Pave 
Mikkonen, the architect responsible for 
designing Design Hotel Levi. 

Architect
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Arctic Nordic Design 

The hip roofed Design Hotel Levi blends in with 
the fell highland landscape. The façade is made 
from greying Lappish pinewood and the reception 
area of natural stone. Playful corridors lead to 
rooms, like a mountain stream. Large windows 
allow views of Lapland’s open skies and fell 
highland landscapes to fill the hotel. 

Colours and materials used throughout are wood, 
natural stone, black and copper. “Arctic elements, 
such as the Northern Lights, tranquillity and 
silence are still present, but we have reinvented 
the wheel for modern travellers”, says Pave 
Mikkonen.

Pave Mikkonen is the founder, CEO and chief 
designer of Oulu-based PAVE Architects. PAVE 
Architects is one of Finland’s most accomplished 
and internationally renowned architectural offices. 

www.pavearkkitehdit.fi
instagram.com/paveark

Architect Pave Mikkonen designed 
the hotel, where enormous expanses 
of land and sky are emphasised
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Tuote KOKO TASO

MERKKI 512 x 512 px CMYK

Logo encapsulating a 
moment of enjoyment in 
nature

“I designed the new logo to suit the Levi Spa 
Resort brand. It follows the same artistic style 
– a copper coffee pot with the curves of fell 
highlands and Northern Lights – just slightly 
more sensitively drawn”, tells logo designer 
Juha Tahvonen. 

Monogram design

“A monogram combining the letters D and L. 
The typography of the logo is lightweight, 
as is the logo, and layout has been 

designed to be compatible with the Levi Hotel 
Spa logo”, tells Juha Tahvonen. The logo colours – 
copper, black and white – have been taken from 
the interior design elements found in the hotel. 

Graphic Designer
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Coffee moments among the fell 
highlands
Finns drink more coffee than any other people 
in the world, four to five cups a day. Nowadays, 
you can find some very fine espresso machines 
brewing coffee in the heart of Lapland’s 
wilderness. Nevertheless, many believe that the 
traditional Lappish way of savouring coffee is still 
the best way: sitting by a campfire surrounded by 
the fell highland landscapes and brewing coffee in 
a copper coffee pot over the fire.

Visitors to the resort will also get to experience 
coffee brewed over the fire in a copper coffee pot, 
as the local activity companies serve this magical 
coffee experience on the trips they organise.

Juha Tahvonen is a Graphic Designer and Creative 
Director at Seven-1 advertising agency. Seven-1 
specialises in brand management.

www.seven-1.com
instagram.com/mainostoimisto_seven1

Graphic Designer
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Lapland in colour 

W ith her main job being a newspaper 
photographer, Kaisa Sirén’s main focus 
is on photographing people. People are 

Kaisa’s most inspirational photographic subjects, 
but during her free time, she takes her camera 
with her on excursions to explore nature using 
her artistic vision. It is the perfect contrast to 
newspaper photography.

“Some mornings I wake up to a day that feels 
like a certain colour. Some days I might dress 
in colours that bring about a certain emotional 
state, and I venture out into nature to search 
for that colour from landscapes and flora. 
Lapland’s nature is full of fantastic colours! In 
fact, I approach nature photography through 
colours. Using camera motion, I seek abstract 
picturesqueness. The feel and appearance of 
materials in photographs fascinates me”.

Forest is therapy

Kaisa grew up in Southern Finland by the sea, but 
somehow the forest regions feel more like home. 
“Lapland’s nature is extremely important for me, 
I firmly believe in forest therapy. I cannot let a 
single day go by without visiting the untouched 
forest environment. I receive an enormous 
amount of energy from nature and it always puts 
me in a good mood”.

Photographer

“Impact on the viewers is what I find most 
important – they either like it and say ‘wow’, 
or then they don’t like it”, tells Kaisa Sirén, 
whose nature photographs are part of the 
décor for Design Hotel Levi.
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Kaisa Sirén from Rovaniemi is one of the most 
renowned photojournalists in Lapland and 
Finland. She graduated with a photography 
degree from Toronto Ryerson Polytechnical 
Institute.

www.kaisasiren.fi
instagram.com/kaisasirenphotography

Photographer Kaisa Sirén 
brings Arctic colour and 
light indoors

Innovative ways of using 
photographs

Kaisa Sirén is constantly searching for new ways 
of using photographs. This is how the idea came 
about for the Art On Sofa collection: reindeer 
leather cushions depicting printed photographic 
images. 

Design Hotel Levi holds a number of works 
created by Kaisa. These can be seen in, for 
instance, pictures, partitions and shower walls. 
The giant-sized abstract nature photographs.

Photographer
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Essi Korva’s sculptures 
help you to encounter 
darkness in order for you 
to see the light 

Portraits of feelings

T he notion behind the works of Essi Korva is 
for viewers to encounter their own feelings 
through the work, including negative 

feelings. “When you encounter darkness, you 
will also see the light. I celebrate unfortunate 
experiences, as these help people to grow. 
Mistakes foster happiness and understanding. 
Each viewer experiences my work through their 
own life experiences. I gladly listen to people’s 
interpretations. My works are portraits of feelings”.

Sculptor
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Best ideas created in nature
Nature is important for Essi’s creative work; she 
gets her best ideas from jogging along nature 
trails or hiking the fell highlands. “I am also easily 
inspired by nature, as I live in the middle of the 
forest, so nature is always present. Stepping out 
of my house, I could even be met by an elk. It is 
not my intention to preach on behalf of nature 
using my works. I believe that if people receive 
mental wellbeing from these, they will also take 
better care of nature.” 

When you enjoy the process, 
the outcome will also be good
Essi feels that Source of Dreams is one of her 
most successful pieces. “My work is always 
a process, and when I enjoy the process, the 
work becomes a success. The Source of Dreams 
process was both fun and educational. This 
was the first time I used transparent materials. 
I received help from other professionals and I 
kicked the piece now and then to see if it could 
take it”, says Essi about her creative process.

Sculptor Essi Korva from Kolari has participated in 
a number of environmental art events in Finland 
and abroad. In addition to her exhibitions in 
Finland, international venues include the other 
Nordic nations, Estonia, Russia and Mexico.

www.essikorva.com

“I wanted to make something for Levi Hotel 
Spa that is holistically compelling and inspiring. 
As trees inspire me, I came up with a dream 
tree – Source of Dreams – depicting a playful 
display of the Northern Lights and vibrant 
shades of autumn”, tells sculptor Essi Korva 
about the work decorating the Ahku restaurant.
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“There are a number of factors behind once-in-a-
lifetime experiences, including how these care about 
their own products. Do they feel that their products are 
so awesome that they can be proudly sold to someone? 
I think that a product created with a big heart and 
sincere caring will always appeal to customers”. 

CEO Sanna Leinonen

H O T E L
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H O T E L

The same once-in-a-lifetime experiences, 
such as Northern Lights, can be experienced 
in a number of other places. CEO Sanna 
Leinonen wants to create a resort that is a 
meaningful experience in itself, and the reason 
for choosing the holiday destination. A genuine 
experience provided wholeheartedly.

Where did you get the idea for 
the Design Hotel?

When I was appointed CEO in 2016, our 
hotel was very reliable, yet somewhat 
conventional. I wanted something 

stunning. I planned to change one of the 
accommodation buildings into a boutique hotel. 
Then, it was architect Pave Mikkonen who 
suggested building a completely new hotel. The 
rest, they say, is history.  

CEO
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How is design visible in the 
hotel?

We showcase modern Finnish design in a number 
of ways. We have commissioned works from 
Lappish artists to decorate our restaurants and 
hotel: restaurants have the works of sculptor 
Essi Korva and the décor of the hotel has 
photographic art created by photographer Kaisa 
Sirén. Authenticity cannot be over-emphasised. 
Authenticity can be felt when it is seen and 
experienced.

What is needed to make a 
successful once-in-a-lifetime 
experience?

There are a number of factors behind once-
in-a-lifetime experiences, including how these 
care about their own products. Do they feel that 
their products are so awesome that they can be 
proudly sold to someone? I think that a product 
created with a big heart and sincere caring will 
always appeal to customers.

CEO Sanna Leinonen is a 
very down-to-earth, but 
believes in the emotions of 
the heart
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What are your favourite 
experiences in Lapland’s 
nature?
Riding a horse through the snow-laden forest, 
with the only noise being the crunching of snow 
beneath the hooves. 

How do you maintain your 
ability to cope?

My best therapists live at home with me: three 
dogs, a pony and two horses. One horse is a 10-
year old Danish half-bred called Lindehøjs Zadoni 
that I ride in dressage competitions. This fine 
horse has challenged and taught me so much. 
I regard myself as being a sensible person, but 
animals always make me emotional.  
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1981

1983

1979

Hotel Levitunturi, then the world’s largest log 
building, had its grand opening on Valentine’s 
Day, 14 February. According to tales, the hotel 
got its bluish-grey colour from a tie worn by 
STTK’s chairman, Jorma Reini.  

The first holiday flights 
arrive in Kittilä.  

Trade unions started to establish holiday resorts for workforces all over 
Finland. Our story starts in 1979, when the Finnish Confederation of 
Salaried Employees STTK started work on establishing a holiday resort in 
Levi.

Milestones in our history
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1986

1990

1989

Finland’s first recreational spa with jacuzzi and 
herbal steam sauna.

Activity Oasis indoor play area – 
improved services for children. 

The recession of the 1990s. We 
managed to stay afloat, as we 
never compromised our high-
quality services. 

Holiday instructor 
playing with children 
in the early 1980s. 
Service not available 
elsewhere: fun, 
instructed activities 
organised for children, 
while the adults ski on 
Levi’s slopes. 
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2016

2010

1997

Expansion: Spa Water World, new Children’s 
World, and new accommodation building 
Ounas.
Levi Hotel Spa 

Classic Pizza Levi
Revamped children’s 
world Ailu Family Fun.

Expansion and redevelopment. 
Accommodation building housing 27 
hotel rooms. 
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2017

2019

2018

A total of 1616 flights received by Kittilä Airport, 
602 of which were international flights. 

Ahku Kitchen & Restaurant – 
new interior design
New Kekäle Bar & Grill 

New Design Hotel Levi with 
77 hotel rooms. Part of Levi 
Hotel Spa Resort together 
with Levi Hotel Spa.
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Kekäle Bar & Grill is a casual fine dining 
restaurant with the only open chargrill kitchen 
in Finland. A blazing fire, sweet aromas and 
sizzling sounds enhance the dining experience 
and create a unique ambiance. Business 
Director Juha Partanen firmly believes that in 
the coming years Kekäle will rise to become 
one of Finland’s top 50 restaurants. 

How did the idea of 
Kekäle Bar & Grill come about?

I admit, it was my idea. I have dreamt about 
setting up a restaurant like this for years. The 
opportunity was opened up for me in 2017, when 

CEO Sanna Leinonen encouraged me to become 
involved in the renewal of Levi Hotel Spa Resort. 
Kekäle Bar & Grill opened its doors to the public in 
September 2018. 

Restaurant of dreams
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What are meals like at Kekäle?

Naturally, the very heart of the cuisine revolves 
around meat dishes prepared on the charcoal grill, 
but delicious fish and vegetable dishes can also 
be found from the menu. Our chefs focus a lot of 
attention on creating surprise menus, as diners 
want to bravely try something new.

Restaurant of dreams
Kekäle Bar & Grill is the 
restaurant Juha Partanen 
has always dreamed about
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How do you counterbalance 
your work?

It’s easy to put work behind me, as I spend time 
with my two young daughters at the weekends. 
My family lives in Rovaniemi, 170 kilometres from 
Levi, because my wife has her job there. At my 
home in Levi, my hunting companions keep good 
company, two German shorthaired pointers. 

What is your way of enjoying 
Lapland’s nature?

The best way to relax is roaming the forest with 
my dogs. You never have to answer the phone 
when hunting for willow grouse – there’s no 
reception. I spend up to 20 nights a year sleeping 
in a tent in the wilderness.  

What about food philosophy?

Our dishes are simple, but finished off to 
perfection. 
The food has to taste even better than it looks. 
We stick to Finnish and Nordic cuisine, with 
culinary twists that take into consideration the 
cultural differences of our diners. 
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LE
VI

  

“Arctic elements, such as the Northern Lights, tranquillity 
and silence are still present, but we have reinvented the 
wheel for modern travellers”, 

Architect Pave Mikkonen.
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Village of 900 residents 
welcomes 600,000 tourists

Levi is a small, yet modern Lappish village in the middle 
of nowhere. The village has an annual population of 900 
people, but around 600,000 visitors come to Levi each 
year from all over the world.

People come here to experience winter, snow,

 Northern Lights, the cleanest air in the world,

vibrantly coloured autumn foliage, husky sled safaris through 
totally silent nature,

and a wet kiss on the cheek from a reindeer. 

We have genuine once-in-a-lifetime experiences 
offered by real locals.  
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Levi
• Closest airport is Kittilä Airport 14 kilometres, railways 

stations in Kolari 90 km and Rovaniemi 170 km. 
• Belongs to the Municipality of Kittilä that covers an 

area of 8,200 square kilometres. The municipality has a 
population of 6,500 people and around 12,000 reindeer, 
10 fells and 718 lakes.

• 900 people year-round population.
• Accommodation for a total of 24,000 people.
• Visited annually by around 600,000 tourists.
• Alpine Skiing World Cup stage held in November.

Winter at its most mystical time! The Polar Night – a period 
of twilight when the sun does not rise above the horizon – 
lasts 16 days in Kittilä.

Golf in the Midnight Sun. The nightless night is a time 
when the sun stays above the horizon, day and night. The 
Midnight Sun can be experienced in Kittilä 28 May – 14 
July. At Midsummer, Levi Golf & Country Club organises a 
Midnight Sun golf competition. 

www.levigolf.fi
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Design Hotel Levi – 
opening on 1 November 2019
77 rooms: Deluxe Twin/Double, Deluxe Loft, Deluxe Suites, 
meeting room for 50 persons

www.designhotellevi.fi

Levi Hotel Spa
203 rooms, Kekäle Bar & Grill, Ahku Kitchen & Restaurant, 
Classic Pizza Restaurant, Spa Water World, Children’s 
Playhouse Ailu, Bowling, Day Spa Studio Feel It, Levi Wellness 
Club, conference facilities

www.levihotelspa.fi

Levi Hotel Spa Resort
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•  Design Hotel Levi 
•  Levi Hotel Spa 
•  Kekäle Bar & Grill 
•  Ahku Restaurant & Kitchen 
•  Classic Pizza Restaurant 
•  Burger King Restaurant 
•  Spa Water World 
•  Spa Treatments 
•  Ailu Family Fun 
•  Conference Facilities 

More information 
Tarja Syrjänen, Sales and Marketing Director
tarja.syrjanen@levihotelspa.fi
tel. +358 40 5200293

Levi Hotel Spa Resort
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